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MASTER CLASS
ENCAUSTIC WORKS ON PAPER
    November 5, 6, 7th      Petaluma, CA The Farm

Class will be three days of intensive

learning and working with Hylla and

Marci: two teachers, ten students,

amazing materials and not‐too‐shabby

lunches.  We promise an unforgettable

experience  painting and drawing and

monoprinting with media you haven't

ever used with wax. Create many

starts, finish some works, and learn

new techniques for ideas you already

have.  $520 includes all materials and lunches.  

To register or for more info, email me.

 

NEW!  Holy Grail in 15 New Colors!

Paint Sticks:
Redefining Encaustic
Paint

How are our Paint

Sticks different from

other encaustic paints? 

Easy to break (no more

melting the whole

block to use a little

paint), each piece of a

Paint Stick should be

mixed with at least

twice as much medium

to produce color at its

finest. Most colors can

hold tremendous

intensity when

extended with five or

more parts medium! 

Any encaustic paint

can be extended with

far more medium to

produce transparent

glazes.  Paint Sticks

are a combination of

dry pigment and

encaustic medium in a

balance that holds the

maximum amount of

pigment in each stick. 



You know about the first gesso made for encaustic paintings: no
acrylic, very absorbent and easy to use, non‐toxic, all the great
things we want to prepare panels for encaustic art.  15 colors have
been added in addition to the original White and Black.  A six ounce
jar is at the introductory price of $9 and will cover over 5 square
feet.  Take a look!

The Intensity of Irgazines

With the addition of Irgazine Blue to the Paint Stick line, there are
many new devotees to these ultra‐modern pigments.  The Irgazine
pigments are intensely rich with each Paint Stick producing magical
washes when thinned with a LOT of medium.   
Joanne Loves This Red and Montserrat
Magenta are our most coveted colors,
followed closely by Irgazine Green and
Irgazine Yellow. A single Paint Stick
makes several blocks of strong paint and
mixes easily with all other colors. 
Irgazine Blue has now gathered the
enthusiasm that Joanne Loves This Red! continues to generate, so
ask for a sample with your next order and you decide!

Upcoming Classes

Sunday, September 19th,  Richmond, CA  Encaustics Central:
Intermediate and Advanced Studio 11‐4  Hylla Evans will be there
to help artists who bring works in progress or start something new. 
Bring works in progress or blank panels and pay for the paint you use.
Group size is limited and pre‐registration a must; email The
Richmond Art Center.

Fall classes will be listed in the next newsletter and will include
Color Theory in addition to Encaustic Painting.

It was invigorating to see friends in Massachusetts and Washington DC
this summer, to share the Color Theory Class with more painters, to
teach Copyright Basics for Visual Artists, and to think ahead about
new colors and classes.  It's always good to get home, to get back to
the farm and the chickens, and to follow your blogs and show news. 
Keep me posted on all you're doing in your careers!

Sincerely,
 
Hylla Evans

There are no other
ingredients, so expect
these to go a long way!


